Study Highlights**WHAT IS THE CURRENT KNOWLEDGE ON THE TOPIC?**☑ Nivolumab is the first anti‐programmed death‐1 antibody that demonstrated improved survival in multiple tumor types.**WHAT QUESTIONS DID THIS STUDY ADDRESS?**☑ The analysis characterized pharmacokinetics (PK) and effects of covariates on PK of this novel antibody to better define dose adjustment and use in the various segments of the population.**WHAT THIS STUDY ADDS TO OUR KNOWLEDGE**☑ This study is the first peer‐reviewed report of nivolumab clinical PK and includes development, evaluation, and application of a robust population PK model to support clinical pharmacology sections in prescriber information. The analysis shows that nivolumab PK is similar among patients across different tumor types and also shows that hepatic and renal status have no effect on nivolumab PK and exposure.**HOW MIGHT THIS CHANGE DRUG DISCOVERY, DEVELOPMENT, AND/OR THERAPEUTICS?**☑ This analysis assessed the clinical relevance of demographic and pathophysiological covariates affecting PK of nivolumab. The model also explored the PK of nivolumab across tumor types and was used to determine individual exposures in patients to support exposure--response analyses for target populations. This analysis serves as an example for characterizing time‐varying clearance for monoclonal antibodies.

 {#psp412143-sec-0001}

One of the mechanisms by which tumors evade immune surveillance is via modulation of inhibitory checkpoint pathways regulating immune responses. The programmed death‐1 (PD‐1) membrane receptor is a key component of one such pathway, and is a negative regulatory molecule expressed by activated T and B lymphocytes.[1](#psp412143-bib-0001){ref-type="ref"} Binding of PD‐1 to its ligands, programmed death ligand‐1 (PD‐L1) and −2 (PD‐L2), results in the downregulation of lymphocyte activation. Anti‐ PD‐1 monoclonal antibodies that inhibit interaction between PD‐1 and its ligands prevent the downregulation of lymphocyte activation and reactivate exhausted effector T cells, thus promoting immune responses and antigen‐specific T‐cell responses.[1](#psp412143-bib-0001){ref-type="ref"}, [2](#psp412143-bib-0002){ref-type="ref"}, [3](#psp412143-bib-0003){ref-type="ref"}, [4](#psp412143-bib-0004){ref-type="ref"} Animal tumor models and *in vitro* studies employing a variety of human tumor types have demonstrated that blockade of the PD‐1 receptor potentiates antitumor immune response.[5](#psp412143-bib-0005){ref-type="ref"}, [6](#psp412143-bib-0006){ref-type="ref"} This suggests that antitumor immunotherapy via PD‐1 blockade is not limited, in principle, to any single tumor type but may augment the immune response to a number of histologically distinct tumors.[7](#psp412143-bib-0007){ref-type="ref"} In addition, expression of PD‐1 has been shown to be a negative prognostic factor in patients with malignant melanoma.[8](#psp412143-bib-0008){ref-type="ref"}

Nivolumab (Opdivo, Bristol‐Myers Squibb, Princeton, NJ, and Ono Pharmaceutical, Trenton, NJ) is a fully human immunoglobulin G4 (IgG4) monoclonal antibody that selectively binds to PD‐1 and prevents interactions between PD‐1 and PD‐L1 or PD‐L2 on tumors, thus preventing T‐cell exhaustion and reactivation of exhausted effector T cells.[5](#psp412143-bib-0005){ref-type="ref"}, [9](#psp412143-bib-0009){ref-type="ref"} The clinical activity of nivolumab was initially evaluated in malignant melanoma and squamous non‐small cell lung cancer (NSCLC), and the remarkable response rates, prolonged survival, and better safety profile were the basis of regulatory approval.[10](#psp412143-bib-0010){ref-type="ref"}, [11](#psp412143-bib-0011){ref-type="ref"}, [12](#psp412143-bib-0012){ref-type="ref"} Nivolumab is approved for the treatment of unresectable or metastatic melanoma for patients with first‐line and disease progression following anti‐cytotoxic T lymphocyte‐associated antigen 4 (CTLA‐4) treatment with ipilimumab and with a BRAF inhibitor (if positive for the BRAF V600 mutation); for the treatment of patients with metastatic squamous NSCLC with progression on or after platinum‐based chemotherapy, and for the treatment of patients with advanced renal cell carcinoma (RCC), among other tumor types.[11](#psp412143-bib-0011){ref-type="ref"}, [13](#psp412143-bib-0013){ref-type="ref"} Nivolumab in combination with the CTLA‐4 checkpoint inhibitor ipilimumab is approved for the treatment of unresectable or metastatic melanoma.

Pharmacokinetics (PK), clinical activity, and safety of nivolumab have been assessed in phase I, phase II, and phase III studies in adult patients with NSCLC, melanoma, and RCC, together with additional tumor types.[7](#psp412143-bib-0007){ref-type="ref"}, [10](#psp412143-bib-0010){ref-type="ref"}, [11](#psp412143-bib-0011){ref-type="ref"}, [14](#psp412143-bib-0014){ref-type="ref"}, [15](#psp412143-bib-0015){ref-type="ref"}, [16](#psp412143-bib-0016){ref-type="ref"} The population PK (PPK) model supporting the clinical development of nivolumab for these indications[17](#psp412143-bib-0017){ref-type="ref"} was revised to reflect the finding of time‐varying nivolumab clearance (CL).[18](#psp412143-bib-0018){ref-type="ref"} Development, evaluation, and application of the nivolumab PPK model with time‐varying CL are presented in this article, including the assessment of the potential effect of intrinsic and extrinsic factors on nivolumab PK and exposure.

METHODS {#psp412143-sec-0002}
=======

Data {#psp412143-sec-0003}
----

The nivolumab PPK model was developed using data from 1,895 patients for whom nivolumab concentrations were available in three phase I studies (MDX1106‐01 ([ClinicalTrials.gov](http://ClinicalTrials.gov) identifier: NCT00441337), ONO‐4538‐01 (NCT00836888), and MDX1106‐03 (NCT00730639)), three phase II studies (CA209010 (NCT01354431), CA209063 (NCT01721759), and ONO‐4538‐02 (JapicCTI‐111681)), and five phase III studies (CA209017 (NCT01642004), CA209037 (NCT01721746), CA209025 (NCT01668784), CA209057 (NCT01673867), CA209066 (NCT01721772)) of nivolumab. **Table** [2](#psp412143-tbl-0002){ref-type="table-wrap"} provides a summary of the studies and specified PK sampling intervals.

###### 

PPK final model parameter estimates

  Parameter[a](#psp412143-note-0004){ref-type="fn"} \[units\]   Estimate[b](#psp412143-note-0005){ref-type="fn"}   95% confidence interval[c](#psp412143-note-0006){ref-type="fn"}
  ------------------------------------------------------------- -------------------------------------------------- -----------------------------------------------------------------
  Structural model parameters                                                                                      
  *CL* ~REF~ \[mL/h\]                                           9.4                                                8.7 -- 10
  *VC* ~REF~ \[L\]                                              3.63                                               3.5 -- 3.75
  *Q* ~REF~ \[mL/h\]                                            32.1                                               25.9 -- 37.4
  *VP* ~REF~ \[L\]                                              2.78                                               2.58 -- 3.04
  *CL~BW~*                                                      0.566                                              0.479 -- 0.658
  *CL* ~eGFR~                                                   0.186                                              0.126 -- 0.25
  *CL* ~SEX~                                                    0.165                                              0.119 -- 0.216
  *CL* ~BPS~                                                    0.172                                              0.132 -- 0.212
  *CL* ~RAAS~                                                   −0.125                                             −0.189 -- −0.057
  *CL* ~EMAX~                                                   −0.295                                             −0.395 -- −0.216
  *CL* ~T50~                                                    1.41 × 10^3^                                       1.21 × 10^3^ -- 1.85 × 10^3^
  *CL* ~HILL~                                                   3.15                                               1.65 -- 7.52
  *VC~BW~*                                                      0.597                                              0.514 -- 0.681
  *VC* ~sex~                                                    0.152                                              0.11 -- 0.2
  Interindividual variability model parameters                                                                     
  ω^2^ ~*CL*~                                                   0.123 (0.35)                                       0.106 -- 0.143
  ω^2^ ~*VC*~                                                   0.123 (0.351)                                      0.0929 -- 0.156
  *ω^2^~VP~* \[‐\]                                              0.258 (0.508)                                      0.197 -- 0.315
  ω^2^ ~*EMAX*~                                                 0.0719 (0.268)                                     0.0488 -- 0.119
  *ω* ~CL~ *:ω~VC~*                                             0.0432 (0.352)                                     0.0344 -- 0.0547
  Residual error model parameters                                                                                  
  *Proportional error \[‐\]*                                    0.215                                              0.203 -- 0.229

BW, body weight; BPS, baseline performance status; CL, clearance; eGFR, estimated glomerular filtration rate; Q, inter‐compartmental clearance; RAAS, Race (Asian); VC, volume of central compartment; VP, volume of peripheral compartment.

ETA shrinkage: ETA_CL: 14.2, ETA_VC: 13.4, ETA_VP: 41.4, ETA_EMAX: 48.5, and EPS shrinkage (%): 15.5. CL~REF~ and VC~REF~ are typical values of CL and VC at the reference values. Covariate effect was estimated relative to a white female reference weighing 80 kg with an eGFR of 90 mL/min/1.73 m^2^, and BPS of 0.

Estimate values in parentheses are standard deviation for estimated variances and c*orrelation* for estimated covariances.

Confidence interval values are taken from bootstrap calculations (1,918 successful out of a total of 2,000).

###### 

Summary of studies included in PPK analyses

  Study                                                                                                                                                                                                                   Patients included in PPK analysis, *N*   Dosing regimen                                                                                                                      Number of PK samples
  ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- ---------------------------------------- ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- ----------------------
  MDX1106‐01 -- Phase I, open‐label, multicenter, dose‐escalation study for selected refractory or relapsed MEL, NSCLC, RCC, CRC, mCRPC                                                                                   39                                       0.3, 1.0, 3.0, or 10.0 mg/kg IV infusion administered over 60 minutes                                                               800
  ONO‐4538‐01 -- Phase I single‐dose study in patients with progressive or recurrent solid tumors                                                                                                                         17                                       1.0, 3.0, 10.0, and 20.0 mg/kg, 1‐hour IV infusion Regimen: 3‐week for first dose, followed by Q2W                                  268
  MDX1106‐03 -- Phase I, open‐label, multicenter, multidose, dose‐escalation study in patients with selected advanced or recurrent MEL, NSCLC, RCC, CRC, mCRPC                                                            304                                      0.1, 0.3, 1.0, 3.0, or 10.0 mg/kg IV infusion depending upon tumor type, dosed over 60 minutes Q2W for up to twelve 8‐week cycles   3,218
  CA209010 -- A randomized, blinded, phase II dose‐ranging study in patients with progressive advanced/metastatic clear‐cell RCC who had received prior anti‐angiogenic therapy                                           167                                      0.3, 2.0, and 10.0 mg/kg, 1‐hour IV infusion Regimen: Q3W                                                                           1,509
  CA209017--‐ An open‐label, randomized phase III trial of BMS‐936558 (nivolumab) versus docetaxel in previously treated advanced or metastatic squamous cell non‐small cell lung cancer (NSCLC)                          125                                      3.0 mg/kg, 1‐hour IV infusion Regimen: Q2W                                                                                          454
  CA209025 -- A randomized, open‐label, phase III study of nivolumab (BMS‐936558) vs everolimus in patients with advanced or metastatic clear‐cell renal cell carcinoma who have received prior anti‐angiogenic therapy   403                                      3.0 mg/kg, 1‐hour IV infusion Regimen: Q2W                                                                                          2,375
  CA209037 -- A randomized, open‐label phase III study of nivolumab vs. investigator\'s choice in advanced melanoma patients progressing post‐anti‐CTLA‐4 therapy                                                         232                                      3.0 mg/kg, 1‐hour IV infusion Regimen: Q2W                                                                                          773
  CA209057 -- An open‐label, randomized phase III trial of BMS‐936558 (nivolumab) versus docetaxel in previously treated advanced or metastatic non‐squamous cell non‐small cell lung cancer (NSCLC)                      280                                      3.0 mg/kg, 1‐hour IV infusion Regimen: Q2W                                                                                          1,060
  CA209063 -- A single‐arm phase II study in patients with advanced or metastatic squamous NSCLC cancer who had received ≥2 prior systemic regimens                                                                       115                                      3.0 mg/kg, 1‐hour IV infusion Regimen: Q2W                                                                                          430
  ONO‐4538‐02 -- A multicenter, open‐label uncontrolled study in patients with unresectable, advanced (stage III or IV) or recurrent malignant melanoma                                                                   35                                       2.0 mg/kg, 1‐hour IV infusion Regimen: Q3W                                                                                          740
  CA209066 -- A phase III, randomized, double‐blind study of BMS‐936558 (nivolumab) vs dacarbazine in patients with previously untreated, unresectable or metastatic melanoma                                             178                                      3.0 mg/kg, 1‐hour IV infusion Regimen: Q2W                                                                                          665

CRC, colorectal cancer; CTLA‐4, cytotoxic T lymphocyte‐associated antigen 4; IV, intravenous; mCRPC, metastatic castration‐resistant prostate cancer; MEL, melanoma; NSCLC, non‐small cell lung cancer; PK, pharmacokinetic; PPK, population pharmacokinetic; RCC, renal cell carcinoma; Q2W, every 2 weeks; Q3W, every 3 weeks.

PPK model development {#psp412143-sec-0004}
---------------------

The PPK model was developed in three stages, consisting of the base, full, and final models. First, a base model was developed to describe the PK of nivolumab without consideration of covariate effects. Second, a full covariate model was developed by incorporating the effect of all prespecified covariate parameter relationships. In the third stage, the final PPK model was developed by retaining covariates that improved a goodness‐of‐fit statistic (BIC).[19](#psp412143-bib-0019){ref-type="ref"}

The first step of PPK analysis was base model development, which consisted of the development of a structural model, interindividual variability (IIV) model, and a residual error model. Structural model development included the assessment of temporal changes in nivolumab CL, which consisted of the selection of the functional form of the temporal effect in comparison to the model with constant CL. In addition to the model with constant CL, two alternative functional forms, which were used to describe time‐dependent CL (hyperbolic‐E~max~ and sigmoid‐E~max~ (described below)), were tested relative to the base model with constant CL: $$\text{Hyperbolic} - E_{\text{max}}:\,\text{exp}\left( \frac{E_{\text{max}} \cdot T}{T_{50} + T} \right)$$ $$\text{Sigmoid} - E_{\text{max}}:\,\text{exp}\left( \frac{E_{\text{max}} \cdot T^{\gamma}}{T_{50}^{\gamma} + T^{\gamma}} \right)$$

The $E_{\text{max}}$ parameter of patient *i* is given by the following expression: $$E_{max}{}_{{}_{i}} = E_{max}{}_{{}_{TV}} + \eta_{E_{\text{max}}}$$where $~E_{max}{}_{TV}$ represents the population (typical value) estimate of the maximal change in CL; and $\eta_{E_{\text{max}}}$ ∼N(0, $\omega_{E_{\text{max}}}^{2}$) is a normally distributed random variable, with mean 0, and variance $\omega_{E_{\text{max}}}^{2}$, which represents the interindividual variability in $E_{\text{max}}$. The $T_{50}$ parameter represents the time at which the change in CL is 50% of $E_{\text{max}}$, and $\gamma$ represents the sigmoidicity of the relationship with time.

The full model was developed to obtain unbiased estimates of the magnitude of covariate effects on model parameters by simultaneously incorporating all prespecified covariate--parameter relationships of interest into the model.[20](#psp412143-bib-0020){ref-type="ref"}, [21](#psp412143-bib-0021){ref-type="ref"} The analysis included the effect of the following baseline covariates on the PK of nivolumab: body weight (BW), age, sex, race, renal function, hepatic function status, performance status (PS), lactate dehydrogenase (LDH), tumor type, PD‐L1 expression status, and tumor burden. The value of PS is identical to the Eastern Cooperative Oncology Group (ECOG) for patients in studies in which performance status was assessed according to ECOG criteria (all studies except CA209025). The performance status of patients in study CA209025 was assessed by Karnofsky performance status (KPS) criteria, so the PS values of patients in this study were derived by mapping the KPS values to the ECOG scale.[22](#psp412143-bib-0022){ref-type="ref"} Baseline hepatic impairment status was specified on the basis of criteria established by the National Cancer Institute Organ Dysfunction Working Group[23](#psp412143-bib-0023){ref-type="ref"} and baseline estimated glomerular filtration rate (eGFR) was estimated using the CKD‐EPI equation.[24](#psp412143-bib-0024){ref-type="ref"} Covariates that had an effect of \>20% on model parameters were considered potentially clinically important and were assessed further in the model application. **Table** [3](#psp412143-tbl-0003){ref-type="table-wrap"} describes the baseline demographic characteristics and laboratory and disease status variables that comprised the covariates included in the model development.

###### 

Summary of baseline demographic and laboratory covariates

  Covariate                               PPK analyses index dataset (*N* = 1895)
  --------------------------------------- -----------------------------------------
  Continuous                              
  Age, years, mean (SD)                   61.12 (11.12)
  Body weight, kg, mean (SD)              79.09 (19.28)
  eGFR, mL/min/1.73 m^2^, mean (SD)       78.49 (21.63)
  Lactate dehydrogenase, U/L, mean (SD)   350.85 (397.57)
  Liver dysfunction groups, *n* (%)       
  Missing                                 18 (0.95)
  Group A: normal                         1688 (89.08)
  Group B: mild                           186 (9.82)
  Group C: moderate                       2 (0.11)
  Group D: severe                         1 (0.05)
  Categorical                             
  Sex, *n* (%)                            
  Male                                    1264 (66.7)
  Female                                  631 (33.3)
  Race, *n* (%)                           
  White                                   1685 (88.92)
  African American/Black                  53 (2.8)
  Asian                                   122 (6.44)
  Other                                   33 (1.74)
  Baseline performance status, *n* (%)    
  0                                       734 (38.73)
  1                                       1109 (58.52)
  2                                       52 (2.74)
  Tumor type, *n* (%)                     
  MEL                                     565 (29.82)
  NSCLC                                   659 (34.78)
  RCC                                     605 (31.93)
  Other                                   66 (3.48)

eGFR, estimated glomerular filtration rate; MEL, melanoma; NSCLC, non‐small cell lung cancer; PPK, population pharmacokinetic; RCC, renal cell carcinoma; SD, standard deviation.

The functional relationships between continuous covariates and structural model parameters were modeled using the following equation: $$P_{TV} = ~P_{TV,ref} \cdot \left( \frac{R}{R_{ref}} \right)^{P_{i}}$$where $P_{TV,ref}$ and $P_{i}$ are fixed‐effect parameters, and $R_{ref}$ is the reference value of the covariate.

The relationship between the typical value of a parameter and a binary time‐invariant covariate (R) was characterized with the following equation: $$P_{TV} = ~P_{TV,ref} \cdot \text{exp}\left( P_{m}^{I_{m}} \right)$$where $P_{TV,ref}$ and $P_{m}$ are fixed‐effects parameters and $I_{m}$ is the indicator variable. Inferences regarding the effect of covariates were based on the full model parameter estimates.

The final model was developed from the full model by backward elimination of covariates one at a time, such that the model with the lowest BIC was selected. The PPK model parameters were estimated using the first‐order conditional estimation with interaction method implemented in NONMEM (v. 7.3, ICON Development Solutions, Hanover, MD). Diagnostic plots were prepared using R (v. 3.0.2)[25](#psp412143-bib-0025){ref-type="ref"} or S‐PLUS software (v. 8.0, TIBCO Software, Palo Alto, CA).

The effect of immunogenicity on nivolumab CL was assessed as a time‐varying covariate, and the CL of *ith* patient on the *jth* occasion at which ADA data were available was modeled as follows: $$CL_{i,j} = CL_{TV} \times {(\theta_{CL,ADA})}^{ADA_{i,j}}\, \times \,\text{exp}(\eta_{CL,i})$$where $CL_{TV}$ is the typical value of CL; $ADA_{i,j}$ is an indicator variable for the ADA status of patient *i* at occasion *j* (ADA positive: 1, negative: 0), $\theta_{CL,ADA}$ is the estimated effect of ADA on CL; where $\eta_{CL,i}~ \sim N\left( {0,\omega_{CL}^{2}} \right)$ is a normally distributed random variable with zero mean and variance $\omega_{CL}^{2}$, which represents the IIV in CL. Three different ADA assays were employed over the course of the nivolumab development program, with progressive improvements in the drug tolerance of the assay.[26](#psp412143-bib-0026){ref-type="ref"} The effect of ADA for each assay developed and used in different studies was estimated separately, and the estimated parameter for ADA for each assay represents the fractional change within‐patient CL due to the presence of ADA. Samples with missing ADA were assessed separately where the term ${(\theta_{CL,ADA~~})}^{ADA_{i,j}}$ in the above equation was replaced by $\theta_{CL,ADA,~\text{unknown}}$, which represents a nuisance parameter. This approach avoided having to exclude PK records for which ADA values were not available, or having to impute ADA values for such records.

PPK model evaluation {#psp412143-sec-0005}
--------------------

Model evaluation was performed by using standard goodness‐of‐fit plots including conditional weighted residuals with interaction (CWRESI) vs. actual time after first dose, CWRESI vs. actual time after previous dose, CWRESI vs. predicted (typical) serum concentration, observed vs. predicted population average and individual concentrations, and visual predictive check (VPC) to provide an evaluation of model assumptions and population parameter estimates.[27](#psp412143-bib-0027){ref-type="ref"} VPC was performed with 500 simulated datasets that were obtained by using parameter values from the final model.

The VPC provides a graphical assessment of the agreement between the time course of model predictions and observations at the recommended dose of 3.0 mg/kg Q2W as well as at 10.0 mg/kg Q2W. The check was performed by plotting the 5th, 50th, and 95th percentiles of observed plasma concentration--time data with their corresponding 90% prediction intervals by dose level.

PPK model application {#psp412143-sec-0006}
---------------------

The final PPK model was applied to estimate individual measures of nivolumab exposure (time‐averaged nivolumab concentrations at steady state obtained with nominal nivolumab dosing regimen (C~avgss~)), and for *ad hoc* analyses to estimate covariate--parameter relationships of interest that could not be assessed in the full model. C~avgss~ was calculated by dividing the area under the steady‐state concentration--time curve (AUC~ss~) with the nominal dosing interval given every 21 days (Q3W) and Q2W. The AUC~ss~ of each patient was determined for the purpose of computing C~avgss~ by dividing the nivolumab dose with the maximum *a posteriori* Bayesian estimate of CL.

Data for PD‐L1 expression were not available for all patients. The effect of PD‐L1 on PK was only assessed using graphical analysis for patients with available verified PD‐L1 assay results. Albumin (ALB) was not available for studies CA209037 and CA209066, and LDH was not available in CA209010 and CA209025; therefore, the effect of LDH and ALB on PK was assessed in a sensitivity analysis.

RESULTS {#psp412143-sec-0007}
=======

PPK model development {#psp412143-sec-0008}
---------------------

The PK of nivolumab was determined to be linear, such that CL is independent of dose within the dose range of 0.1--20.0 mg/kg (**Figure** [1](#psp412143-fig-0001){ref-type="fig"} **a**). Analysis of dose proportionality during base‐model development indicated that models describing the elimination of nivolumab by a nonlinear model incorporating a Michaelis--Menten elimination term representing target mediated drug disposition did not improve the goodness‐of‐fit compared to a linear model.

![(**a**) PPK‐based estimates of individual nivolumab clearance vs. dose based on final PPK model. The boxplots represent median (bold line), 25th, and 75th percentiles of clearance distribution. The whiskers represent 5th and 95th percentiles of the distribution. PPK, population pharmacokinetic. (**b**) Distribution of nivolumab clearance estimates across tumor types using final PPK model. The boxplots represent median (bold line), 25th, and 75th percentiles of the distribution. The whiskers represent 5th and 95th percentiles of the distribution. (**c**) Nivolumab dose‐normalized C~avgss~ vs. body weight for body weight‐based, Q2W dose regimens. Normalized exposure is C~avgss~. Solid line represents locally weighted smooth line and is used to visualize relationships between dose‐normalized C~avgss~ and body weight. C~avgss~, average concentration at steady state; CRC, colorectal cancer; CRPC, castration‐resistant prostate cancer; MEL, melanoma; NSCLC, non‐small cell lung cancer; PPK, population pharmacokinetic; Q2W, every 2 weeks; RCC, renal cell carcinoma.](PSP4-6-58-g001){#psp412143-fig-0001}

The base model is a two‐compartment model with zero‐order i.v. infusion and first‐order elimination, parameterized in terms of CL, volume of central compartment (VC), intercompartmental CL (Q), and volume of peripheral compartment (VP). The CL of nivolumab was determined to be time‐varying, as the BIC values of the constant CL model was higher than the BIC values of the models with time‐varying CL. The BIC value for the sigmoid‐E~max~ model was markedly lower than that of the model with constant CL (by 261 points) and hyperbolic (E~max~) effect on CL (by 35 points); therefore, time‐varying CL with sigmoid‐E~max~ function form was selected for the subsequent model development. The IIV parameters of the base model were specified by a lognormal model and nonzero covariance between the IIV on CL, VC, and E~max~ (maximal change in CL from baseline), as specified in the Methods section. The residual error was best described by a proportional error model, in comparison with additive and combined residual error models.

Covariate effects were assessed by a full‐model approach, in which all prespecified covariate‐parameter relationships were simultaneously estimated. Results of the full model indicate that the magnitude of the effect of covariates on CL was within ±20% of the reference value for all covariates except BW, and of the remaining covariates, the 95% confidence interval (CI) was within ±20% for all covariates except baseline PS, baseline eGFR, and sex (**Figure** [2](#psp412143-fig-0002){ref-type="fig"} **a**). PS appears to be an important covariate for CL, showing a \>20% increase of CL in patients with PS \>0. Sex appears to have a similar effect on CL and VC, and the magnitude of the effect was outside the boundary of ±20%. Male patients included in this analysis had a higher CL and VC than females; however, these effects are unlikely to be of clinical relevance, as exposures are similar between male and female patients. Other covariates that were within the ±20% boundaries were race, tumor type, hepatic function, and age, suggesting these covariates are also not of clinical relevance.

![(**a,b**) Covariate effects on PK model parameters from full population PK model. Categorical covariate effects (95% CI) are represented by open symbols (horizontal lines). Continuous covariate effects (95% CI) at the 5th/95th percentiles of the covariate are represented by the end of horizontal boxes (horizontal lines). Open/shaded area of boxes represents the range of covariate effects from the median to the 5th/95th percentile of the covariate. The reference patient is a 65‐year‐old Caucasian/other female weighing 80 kg with a baseline performance status of 0, LDH of 200 IU/L, baseline ALB of 4 g/dL, estimated GFR of 90 mL/min/1.73 m^2^, and normal hepatic function. Parameter estimate in reference patient is considered 100% (vertical solid line), and dashed vertical lines are at 80% and 120% of this value. AA, African American; ALB, albumin; CI, confidence interval; CL, clearance; eGFR, estimated glomerular filtration rate; LDH, lactate dehydrogenase; MEL, melanoma; NSCLC, non‐small cell lung cancer; PS, baseline performance status; RCC, renal cell carcinoma; PK, pharmacokinetics; VC, volume of central compartment; W, white.](PSP4-6-58-g002){#psp412143-fig-0002}

Tumor type has less than a 20% effect on CL. This finding is similar with the results from a previous report, in which the dose‐normalized nivolumab concentrations at steady state (C~avgss~) were similar between patients with NSCLC and melanoma.[17](#psp412143-bib-0017){ref-type="ref"} The CL (% of typical value, baseline CL) was similar across tumor types (**Figure** [1](#psp412143-fig-0001){ref-type="fig"} **b**), indicating that PK is independent of tumor types. The median CL (baseline CL) estimates in patients with NSCLC, melanoma, and RCC were 10.5, 10.8, and 11.5 mL/h, respectively.

The final model was developed by backward elimination of the covariates in the full PPK model, based on BIC. The final PPK model contained baseline BW, eGFR, sex, race, and PS on CL and baseline BW and sex on VC; the parameter estimates from the final PPK model are provided in **Table** [1](#psp412143-tbl-0001){ref-type="table-wrap"}. The IIV on CL and VC of the final model were reduced by 30% and 21%, respectively, compared with the base model. The extent of shrinkage for IIV on CL, VC, and VP, and residual variability in the final and full model, were within 30% except for the VP, which was 41%, indicating the parameter estimates are reliable.

The final model was as follows: $$CL_{i} = CL_{Base,REF} \cdot \left( \frac{BW_{i}}{BW_{REF}} \right)^{CL_{BW}} \cdot \left( \frac{eGFR_{i}}{eGFR_{REF}} \right)^{CL_{eGFR}} \cdot \left( e^{CL_{PS}} \right)^{PS} \cdot \left( e^{CL_{SEX}} \right)^{SEX} \cdot \left( e^{CL_{RAAS}} \right)^{RAAS}$$ $$CL_{t,~i} = ~CL_{i} \cdot \exp\left( \frac{{E_{\text{max}}}_{i}*t^{\gamma}}{T50_{i}{}^{\gamma} + t^{\gamma}} \right)$$ $$~CL_{SS,i} = ~CL_{i} \cdot \text{exp}(E\text{max}_{i})$$ $$VC = ~VC_{REF} \cdot \left( \frac{BW_{i}}{BW_{REF}} \right)^{VC_{BW}} \cdot \left( e^{VC_{SEX}} \right)^{SEX}$$where $CL_{Base,REF}$ and $VC_{REF}$ are the typical values of baseline CL and VC at the reference values of BW, PS, sex, race (Asian), and eGFR, respectively, and $CL_{BW}$, $CL_{eGFR}$, $CL_{PS}$, $CL_{SEX}$ ~,~ $CL_{RAAS}$, $VC_{BW}$, and $VC_{SEX}$ are model parameters. $E_{\text{max}}$ represents the estimate of the maximal change in CL. The $T_{50}$ parameter represents the time at which the change in $CL_{Base}$ is 50% of $E_{\text{max}}$, and $\gamma$ represents the sigmoidicity of the relationship with time. $CL_{i}$ represents baseline CL of patient i; $CL_{t,~i}$ represents the CL of patient i at a given time t, and $CL_{ss,~i}$ represents the steady‐state CL of patient i. The reference values of covariates are shown in **Figure** [2](#psp412143-fig-0002){ref-type="fig"} **a** and were chosen close to median values in the PPK dataset.

In the final model, nivolumab CL decreases over time, with a mean maximal reduction from baseline values of ∼24.5%. Following intravenous (i.v.) administration, nivolumab undergoes a biphasic elimination consisting of a rapid distribution phase with a geometric mean (coefficient of variation (CV) %) terminal half‐life t~½~(α) of 32.5 hours (24.8%) and a slow elimination phase with a geometric mean (CV%) t~½~(β) of 25 days (77.5%) at steady state.

PPK model evaluation {#psp412143-sec-0009}
--------------------

The PPK model was evaluated using standard diagnostic plots. The diagnostic plots of the final PPK model show that the two‐compartment model with zero‐order infusion appropriately characterizes nivolumab PK (**Supplemental Figures S1--S3**).

The visual predictive check (VPC) plots showed that the observed concentration--time course of nivolumab at the 5th, 50th, and 95th percentiles fell within their corresponding 90% prediction intervals, indicating that the model adequately characterized the observed data. **Figure** [3](#psp412143-fig-0003){ref-type="fig"} shows a representative VPC of concentration vs. actual time following the previous dose at 3.0 mg/kg and 10.0 mg/kg every 2 weeks (Q2W).

![Model validation representative visual predictive check from final population pharmacokinetic model: nivolumab concentration vs. actual time after dose. Representative visual predictive check of concentration (log scale) vs. actual time after previous dose for 3.0 mg/kg and 10.0 mg/kg Q2W doses. Dots are observed data and the solid lines represent the 5th, 50th, and 95th percentiles of observed data, respectively. The shaded areas represent the simulation‐based 90% confidence intervals for the 5th, 50th, and 95th percentiles of the predicted data. Q2W, every 2 weeks.](PSP4-6-58-g003){#psp412143-fig-0003}

### PPK model application {#psp412143-sec-0010}

BW‐normalized dosing produced approximately uniform exposures for C~avgss~ in patients with BW in the range of 34 − 168 kg receiving Q2W and every‐3‐week (Q3W) dosing regimens, as shown in **Figure** [1](#psp412143-fig-0001){ref-type="fig"} **c**. The effects of PS are shown in the online supplement (**Supplemental Figure S4**). The lack of effect of parameters, including renal function status, hepatic function status, and PD‐L1 expression on nivolumab CL are also shown in the online supplement (**Supplemental Figures S5--S7**).

A sensitivity analysis was done to evaluate the effect of baseline ALB and baseline LDH, as these values were not collected for some studies. The sensitivity analysis showed that ALB has a significant effect on CL (\>20%) and that nivolumab CL was greater in patients with lower ALB levels (**Figure** [2](#psp412143-fig-0002){ref-type="fig"} **b**). Nivolumab exposures (dose‐normalized C~avgss~) in patients with lower than normal ALB were markedly lower than in patients with normal ALB levels. The effect of LDH was also found to be significant, with nivolumab CL higher in patients with higher LDH levels; however, the magnitude of the effect was within 20%.

The effect of immunogenicity (antidrug antibodies (ADAs)) on nivolumab CL was assessed as a time‐varying covariate using the final model. ADA has minimal effect on nivolumab CL (\<20%), and the estimated effect for ADA on CL was 114% (95% CI: 106--122%) relative to occasions when ADAs were not present. Given the modest impact of ADAs on CL, for a fraction of the treatment period over which ADA is positive, and the small number of patients with a low titer of ADA‐positive samples, the effect of immunogenicity on the PK of nivolumab was not considered to be clinically relevant in this analysis.

DISCUSSION {#psp412143-sec-0011}
==========

Nivolumab concentration--time data were well described by a linear, two‐compartment, zero‐order i.v. infusion model with first‐order elimination, and time‐varying CL. The change in CL with time was evaluated by comparing the goodness‐of‐fit of models incorporating hyperbolic and sigmoid E~max~ temporal changes in CL with that of a model with constant CL. The BIC values of both hyperbolic and sigmoid E~max~ models were markedly lower than that of the model with constant CL, indicating that the models with time‐varying CL provided a better description of the data. The magnitude of the decrease in BIC was greatest with the sigmoid‐E~max~ model, indicating that the temporal change in CL was best described by this model; nivolumab CL decreases over time with ∼25% maximal reduction from baseline values. The final PPK model was evaluated using VPC, which showed that the linear two‐compartment model with zero‐order infusion adequately characterized the data.

The previous PPK model did not include time‐varying CL, and the assessment of stationarity in nivolumab CL was based on diagnostic plots and incorporation of interoccasion variability, which appeared to indicate that nivolumab CL did not change with time. However, a reassessment of nivolumab PK motivated by a report of time‐varying PK of anti‐PD‐1 agents[18](#psp412143-bib-0018){ref-type="ref"} and feedback from the US Food and Drug Administration reviewers (see Acknowledgments) confirmed that incorporation of time‐varying CL resulted in a statistically significant improvement in the goodness‐of‐fit, as measured by BIC. Therefore, the base model was redeveloped using this empirical‐based approach to include time‐varying CL, and covariate effects were reassessed on the PK parameters of this base model. These covariate effects were found to be consistent with that of the previous stationary model.[17](#psp412143-bib-0017){ref-type="ref"}

Although there is no clear mechanistic understanding on the time‐varying CL of nivolumab, we hypothesize that the decrease in nivolumab CL over the course of treatment may be associated with improvement in disease status, and the corresponding decrease in the rate of cancer‐related cachexia. Cachexia is a complex metabolic syndrome associated with underlying disease, characterized by loss of muscle mass due to a hypermetabolic state.[28](#psp412143-bib-0028){ref-type="ref"}, [29](#psp412143-bib-0029){ref-type="ref"} One indicator of the level of cachexia and the hypermetabolic state is low serum ALB,[28](#psp412143-bib-0028){ref-type="ref"}, [30](#psp412143-bib-0030){ref-type="ref"} which has been shown to be due to higher turnover in cachexic patients (and not due to a decrease in synthesis rate).[31](#psp412143-bib-0031){ref-type="ref"} The strong association between nivolumab CL and ALB (**Figure** [2](#psp412143-fig-0002){ref-type="fig"} **b**) suggests that elimination or turnover of these proteins is higher in cachexic patients due to their hypermetabolic state. The higher rate of nivolumab CL in putatively cachexic patients is consistent with reports of higher rates of whole‐body protein turnover in cancer patients.[31](#psp412143-bib-0031){ref-type="ref"} A decrease in nivolumab CL may be indicative of decreased cachexia, and improvement in disease state.[32](#psp412143-bib-0032){ref-type="ref"}, [33](#psp412143-bib-0033){ref-type="ref"}

Other than time‐varying CL, nivolumab exhibits similar PK properties to those typically associated with IgG therapeutics.[34](#psp412143-bib-0034){ref-type="ref"}, [35](#psp412143-bib-0035){ref-type="ref"} However, unlike some IgG monoclonal antibodies that have been approved for therapeutic use such as efalizumab, nivolumab PK was found to be linear. Following i.v. administration, nivolumab undergoes a biphasic elimination consisting of a rapid distribution phase and a slow elimination, with a derived steady‐state terminal t~1/2~ of 25 days, which is consistent with those seen for typical IgG therapeutics.[35](#psp412143-bib-0035){ref-type="ref"}, [36](#psp412143-bib-0036){ref-type="ref"}, [37](#psp412143-bib-0037){ref-type="ref"}

BW, PS, sex, and eGFR were found to be covariates that accounted for a portion of the IIV of nivolumab CL in the final PPK model, while only sex and BW accounted for a portion of the IIV on VC. The IIV for nivolumab on CL and VC was reduced by 30% and 21%, respectively, when these covariates were incorporated into the PPK model. Consistent with the mechanism of elimination for monoclonal antibodies, both CL and VC are higher in patients with higher BW.[36](#psp412143-bib-0036){ref-type="ref"} Although the PPK analysis showed that both CL and VC increase with BW, nivolumab steady‐state exposure (C~avgss,~ estimated with 400 dosing, allowing all patients to reach steady state) was comparable across the range of BW (34.1 − 168.2 kg) of the patients included in this PPK analysis dataset. The slight increase in exposure for patients with high BW is due to a less than proportional increase of CL as BW increases. During model development, it was found that PS and sex had a significant effect on nivolumab CL. The full PPK model showed that CL in patients with PS \>0 appeared to be 19% higher compared to patients with PS of 0. CL in male patients appeared to be 18% higher relative to that of female patients, and CL in patients with Asian origin appeared to be 15% lower compared to white patients; however, the magnitude of PS, sex, and race effect was less than 20%, indicating that this effect was not clinically relevant.

No clinically important differences in the CL and exposure of nivolumab were found between patients with renal impairment and those with normal renal function. The full model showed that eGFR was unlikely to be a clinically relevant covariate, as the estimated change in CL in patients with renal impairment was within 20% (although the 95% CI was slightly lower at the 5th percentile of eGFR). However, during development of the final model eGFR and race (Asian) were found to be a statistically significant covariate based on the BIC used to select the final model. Therefore, eGFR was included as a covariate on CL in the final model. The potential impact of renal impairment on nivolumab exposure was also tested to determine whether there was a relationship between renal function and nivolumab CL. The range of eGFR in the dataset covered the normal to moderate and had very few patients with severely impaired renal function based on the categorization of eGFR using the Chronic Kidney Disease Epidemiology Collaboration (CKD‐EPI) equation. There was no relationship between renal function status and nivolumab CL and exposure, indicating that renal function has no impact on nivolumab PK. Furthermore, the absence of a relationship between eGFR and nivolumab CL is entirely consistent with renal physiology, as the large size of nivolumab (144 kDa) is expected to prevent it from being filtered through the glomeruli of the kidney and eliminated via the urine.

The relatively modest covariate effects of about 20% in magnitude are not expected to be clinically significant. First, the safety and tolerability of nivolumab have been established up to a dose level of 10 mg/kg Q2W, which is more than 3‐fold higher than the recommended 3 mg/kg Q2W dose across indications. Second, the exposure--response analysis of efficacy in multiple tumor types has shown that the exposure--response relationship is relatively flat for exposures produced by a 3 mg/kg Q2W dosing regimen. Thus, these findings taken together indicate that no dose adjustment is warranted in patients with renal impairment. LDH data were not available in study CA209010 and CA209025, and serum ALB data were not available in study CA209037 and CA209066; therefore, their effects on nivolumab CL were assessed in a sensitivity analysis. It was found that ALB level had a significant effect on CL (\>20%), and nivolumab CL was greater in patients with lower ALB levels (**Figure** [2](#psp412143-fig-0002){ref-type="fig"} **b**). Lower than normal ALB (\<3.4 g/dL) could be a sign of liver or kidney disease, increased catabolic activity, or low neonatal Fc receptor expression level or activity. Nivolumab exposures (dose‐normalized C~avgss~) in patients with lower than normal ALB were ∼45% lower than in patients with normal ALB levels. Therefore, ALB was considered a potentially clinically relevant covariate for nivolumab PK. Furthermore, there appeared to be some correlation between PS and ALB, as ALB levels were found to be lower in patients with higher PS (correlation coefficient −0.27). It is likely that the potential effect of ALB on CL was represented to some extent by the effect of PS.

Other covariates including age, LDH, mild hepatic impairment, and tumor type did not have clinically relevant (\<20%) effects on nivolumab CL and were not included in the final PPK model. Further, a graphical assessment of baseline tumor burden, baseline tumor volume, and PD‐L1 expression on nivolumab PK parameters showed that these factors have no impact on nivolumab PK.

In conclusion, this report presents the PPK model of nivolumab PK data in patients with solid tumors and demonstrates a similar level of nivolumab exposure in both patients with melanoma and NSCLC, with nivolumab PK being linear with time‐varying CL. Nivolumab CL and VC increased with increasing BW, and BW‐normalized dosing produced approximately uniform nivolumab exposures over the studied range of BW. The lack of effect of mild hepatic and renal impairment on nivolumab PK suggests that dose adjustments will not be required in these patient subpopulations.
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